2023 Thanksgiving Trapshoot

Event 1: 100 Singles
Entry Fee $37
Lewis: $10
(2 Divisions/1 Money)

Event 2: 100 Handicap
Entry Fee $37
Lewis $10
(2 Divisions/1 Money)

Event 3: 50 Pair Doubles
Entry Fee $37
Lewis $10
(2 Divisions/1 Money)

Prizes to Class & Category
Champions
Four Singles Classes:
(A, B, C, D)
A: 95% and above  B: 92% and under 95%
C: 89% and under 92%  D: under 89%

Three HDCP YDG Groups:

Doubles:
Two Classes (A & B)
A: 89% and above  B: Under 89%

Categories (Jr, Lady, Vet.)
for all events

Sunday November 26th 9am Registration 10am start

SPECIAL EVENT INTERNATIONAL WOBBLE(2 shots per bird) 50 Targets $36
WINNER TAKES ALL

Notes:
*ATA Daily Fee $4, ISTA Daily fee $3**Prizes based upon 5 entries in class/category  *** Sub Jr. will fall into Jr. **** Sr. Vet will fall into Vet. ***** Can shoot for no prize or options $30-ATA & ISTA Fees still Apply. Call (618) 295-2332 for more information.